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Math professors cite departmental problems
by Cathy Stanley
Staff Writer
Problems plaguing the mathematics
department concern the graduate pro-
gram, qualifications of the department
chairmen and departmental reviews, a
mathematics professor said.
According to Henry Pogorzelski, there
are definite ways in which the depart-
ment should be run to increase the quali-
ty of students and staff in the
department.
"Every administrator from chancellor
down should teach like they do in
Europe, one graduate course,"
Pogorzelski said. "The lectures of the
class should be published by UMO press
so others can see what they're doing."
Professors should be forced to teach
some graduate vvork and show their lec-
tures, not just teach from a textbook of
someone else's ideas, he said.
"(It is) too political. We're supposed
to be concerned with knowledge,"
Pogorzelski said.
A difference of opinion exists between
some math professors and ad-
ministrators concerning the importance
of the graduate program in the
department.
Stephen Norton, acting dean of Arts
and Sciences, said that in the 17 years he
has been at UMO, the department has
been making a transition from focusing
on the undergraduate program to a more
scholarly one.
Richard Bowers, vice president for
academic affairs, said that the universi-
ty's first obligation is to the classroom
and undergraduate students.
A good graduate program can be a
benefit to undergraduates, but it is not
essential, Bowers said.
The department has to concentrate on
teaching undergraduate courses because
nearly all students will take some form
of mathematics while they are here, he
said.
Henrik Bresinsky, professor of
mathematics, and Pogorzelski said the
graduate program is extremely
important.
"Graduate school attracts high-class
faculty. You can't have a good
undergraduate program without it,"
Pogorzelski said.
Thomas Hannula, chairman of the
mathematics department, also said that
It was later discovered that Beard's
degree was from the department of cur-
riculum and instruction in the college of
education, Bresinsky said, and members
of the math department agreed that
Beard was unqualified to represent the
research aspect of the department.
'fhe position of an associate chairman
"I feel that Earl Beard was well qualified for the
position of chairman.'
Richard C. Bowers
a good graduate program is needed with
sufficient faculty and students.
The major problem in attracting
graduate students to UMO is the low sti-
pend they receive, Hannula said.
The current stipend is $3,800 a year
compared to $6,000 at comparable
schools, he said.
Hannula said low stipends are also a
problem in other departments.
to advise on research matters was add-
ed to the department and Bresinsky was
chosen for the position.
After one year, Bresinsky resigned
because of the time commitment and
because he said he was frustrated from
being ignored by Beard in matters he felt
he should have been included in, such as
hiring and promotions.
"I felt the most constructive thing I
"The graduate program has suffered from his
(Beard's) tenure as chairperson. Only the future will
tell if we will be able to recover:' Henrik Bresinsky
Another problem in attracting
graduate students is that fewer students
are pursuing graduate studies, Hannula
said.
A separate issue that Pogorzelski,
Bresinsky and William Snyder Jr.,
associate professor of mathematics, are
still concerned about is the criteria for
the department chairman.
Former chairman of the department,
Earl Beard, is currently on sabbatical in
Europe and could not be reached for
comment.
Bresinsky said he was on the commit-
tee to appoint a new chairman when
Beard applied for the position. At the
time of selection, it was thought by the
department that he had a degree in math
education from the mathematics depart-
ment of the University of Wisconsin.
accomplished was to build bookshelves
for Mr. Pogorzelski," Bresinsky said.
Although it was a stipulation of
Beard's being chairman to have someone
representing research, no one was put in
the position vacated by Bresinsky and
Beard continued as chairman of the
department alone the remaining two
years of his term.
"I feel that Earl Beard was well
qualified for the position of chair-
man," Bowers said.
Math education is adequate for a
chairman position and what is really
needed to run a department is skill in the
business aspects, Bowers said.
Norton also said Beard did a good job
running the department.
Bresinsky disagrees and said the math
department is now in "shambles".
Against the backdrop of a setting sun veiled in clouds, the flies proudly in the crisp autumn breeze, creating a wholly
American flag, located by the cannons behind Fernald Hall, patriotic scene (Armentrout photo).
"The graduate program has suffered
from his (Beard's) tenure as chairperson.
Only the future will tell if we will be able
to recover," he said.
He said that a chairman needs a lot
of experience, like Hannula has, in many
areas of math.
"It's not hopeless but we cannot af-
ford any more mistakes," Bresinsky
said.
Bresinsky said he is against dwelling
on any past problems in the department
as long as things are improved, including
the requirement that the chairman
should have a degree from. a math
department.
Pogorzelski and Bresinsky contacted
Everett Pitcher, secretary of the
American Mathematical Society, with
their concerns.
Pitcher offered to supply a list of
names to form a committee to advise the
department and administration in a let-
ter dated Oct. 24, 1984.
A letter from Pitcher dated Nov. 26,
Richard C. Rowers (file photo)
1984, clarified that the Society had not
made a proposal, "but that the univer-
sity administration and the mathematics
department faculty should jointly seek
(see MATH page 3)
Poultry division
at UMO put on
back burner
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer
The poultry division of the Animal
and Veterinary Sciences Department will
scale down its operation, the extension
poultry specialist said Wednesday.
Mahmoud Elbegearmi said the
diminishing process started last
December when Dr. Richard Gerry, pro-
fessor of poultry science, retired and the
decision was made by the administration
not to replace him.
As another part of the process,
Elbegearmi said two of the old, empty
poultry buildings will be torn down and
some remodeling will be done to the cage
house.
"The number of chickens the facility
houses has been brought down from
1,200 to between 800 and 900,"
Elbegearmi said. "So we won't need as
(see POULTRY page 2)
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much money to maintain the
chickens."
According to Elbegearmi, the extra
birds were sold to and processed by
Penobscot Poultry sometime last year
because UMO does not have poultry
processing facilities.
"The scale down of the facilities
should result in quite a bit of sav-
ings," Elbegearmi said.
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The remodeling of the facilities will
consist of dividing the chicken house in-
to sections, Elbegearmi said, making a
number of individual rooms, so light in-
tensity studies on egg production can be
performed.
Because of a lack of time and man-
power, projects using broiler birds will
be cut down, and more time will be spent
concentrating on egg-laying birds
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because of the large egg industry the
department has in Maine.
"Mainly our eggs go to UMO, but
during the summer we sell the eggs
wholesale to distributors throughout the
state," Elbegearmi said.
The approximately 850 chickens in the
UMO coop can produce up to 4,500 eggs
per week, he said.
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If you missed us on Oct. 17
We'll be back!
Rodgers Sig Outlet thanks UMO
for the great turnout at its Oct. 17
sale. Due to popular demand,
we'll be back December 3 and 4,
1985 with more great bargains.
We are on our way to becoming
Maine's #1 ski shop and we want
to be yours UMO!
--When you visit
Rodgers Ski Outlet
on US Rt 1, in Scarborough,
you receive an additional V%
off already low prices when
you present your student I.D.
Rodgers Ski Outlet, US Rt. 1, Scarborough
(207)-883-3669
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Animal and Veterinary Sciences, said
faculty members' time has been split up
between different areas of research, with
no one devoted .exclusively to poultry.
"I had a 70 percent research appoint-
ment in poultry," Hawes said. "It
changed to 40 percent poultry and 30
percent in shellfish breeding," with his
remaining time spent on teaching.
Hawes said the department has been
moving toward the practical applications
of aquaculture, but doesn't foresee merg-
ing with any of the marine departments
on campus.
Poultry is still one of the major
agricultural income producers in the
state, Hawes said, with eggs accounting
for 23 percent of the total income of the
state of Maine in 1984.
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YOUR LIFE
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80-200mm Kiron (Pentax K) Zoom Lens,
2X (Pentax K) "kleconverter, all with
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Welcome Home
Black Bear Alumni & Friends
Thursday, Oct. 24 is Grizzly beer night
WITH:
DISCOUNT PRICES & FREE GIVEAWAYS
OF T-SHIRTS, CLOCKS, MIRRORS, ETC....
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also, this Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
dance-n-party with
SOUNDTRAC
just like old times!
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outside advice from strong professional
mathematicians who also understand
administrative processes."
Another letter dated June 7, 1985 was
sent to Pogorzelski from Halsey Royden,
chairman of the Committee on
Academic Freedom, Tenure, and
Employment Security of the American
Mathematical Society. This letter gave
the Society's final position on the matter.
The letter states that, "Federal labor
law makes it very difficult, if not im-
possible, for anyone other than a
representative of the certified bargaining
agent becoming involved in anything
related to 'conditions of employ-
ment.
It continued with, "In this connection
the University of Maine has declined the
offer of the A.M.S. to suggest suitable
names for membership in an external
review committee for your mathematics
department."
The letter also said, "The written
record, however, does indicate to me that
there are serious deficiencies in the pro-
cedures for Acidemic Governance at the
University of Maine: There does not
seem to be provision for faculty commit-
tees to have responsibility for curriculum
and course content, nor for a suitable
elected faculty committee to adjudicate
disputes between administrative and
faculty members."
Norton said that he could not com-
ment on the letter because he was
unaware of its existence.
The administration never declined any
offers, Bowers said, but took no action
to accept them either.
"We did not respond to any of their
letters," Bowers said.
The research professors do not think
they are recognized enough, Bowers said,
and all faculty cannot be involved in
research because of the heavy teaching
obligation.
Norton said that any review of the
math department should be done with
the same protocol as other departments
through the regular review which is
scheduled for this spring.
(continued from page 1)
Doing things on an ad hoc basis is
time consuming, he said, and the
number of professors complaining
represents only one-tenth of the
department.
There must have been some problem
in the department, Norton said, because,
"If there's a lot of noise there's got to
be some truth to it!'
"The task of the (regular department)
review is to tell me what resources are
needed to get the department to evolve
in a consrtuctive way," he said.
tSnyder, who is associate chairman of
the department for one year to organize
the review, said the undergraduate pro-
gram receives names for its review com-
mittee from the department.
"It seems to me it would be better if
they chose their candidates from a list
generated outside the university,"
Snyder said.
"The last review (Osofsky-Noble
report) made a number of reccomenda-
tions, most of it ignored, and we never
heard anything about it," he said.
"If UMO had infinite resources we
could respond to all things on the
review," Norton said.
Hannula said that although a depart-
ment is not required to take the advice
of reviews, many are put on the shelf and
forgotten that should be looked at
seriously.
Concerning the question of bringing
in an outside committee to review the
department last year, Hannula said,
"Considering the amount of dissatisfac-
tion, it would have been reasonable to
investigate the department."
Suggestions in the department evalua-
tions should be implemented, Bresinsky
said.
He also said the university and the
department should be placed on proba-
tion until the suggestions are
implemented.
The effectiveness of the upcoming
review will depend on the combined ef-
forts of the department and administra-
tion depending on how they react to it,
Hannula said.
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This student may be enjoying the benefits of an Indian summer right now, but it won't
be long before snow covers the campus, forcing her indoors (Vecchio photo).
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World/U.S. News
Government employees run up huge leisure tabs
WASHINGTON (AP) - State Depart-
ment and U.S. Information Agency
employees ran up tabs totalling 556,232
on luxury cruise ships like the Queen
Elizabeth II in a recent three year period,
congressional investigators said
Wednesday.
Had commercial airlines been used in-
stead, the 102 trips between the United
States and overseas assignment would
have cost taxpayers 160,047 and possibly
less, the General Accounting office told
the House Government Operations
legislation and national security
subcommittee.
In addition, a GAO report, terming
ocean and Mississippi riverboat travel an
"excessive and unnecessary expense,"
said employees' time spent aboard ship
was considered duty- not vacation- and
cost taxpayers an average of $200 a day
in lost productivity.
Reagan pressured into
delaying arms to Jordan
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan, bowing to overwhelming
pressure in the Republican-controlled
Senate, agreed Wednesday to delay his
$1.9 billion Jordanian arms sale until
March I, unless Jordan and Israel begin
peace talks, congressional sources said.
These sources said Reagan relayed his
position to Senate GOP leaders, who
had informed the administration they
would move on their own to sidetrack
the unpopular sale. The president's plan
to sell sophisticated aircraft, air defense
missiles and other arms to Jordan faces
massive opposition from Republicans
and Democrats alike in Congress.
Reagan, in New York to attend the
opening of the Unted Nations session,
declined to comment to reporters. Only
last week, Secretary of State George
Schultz rebuffed Senate GOP leaders
who asked the president to delay his for-
mal notification of the sale
The president formally notified Con-
gress on Monday of his intention to sell
the weapons to Jordan. More than 70
senators oppose the administration's
proposal to make the sale unconditional-
ly, and one senator said the president
would have taken a "thrashing" if the
issue had come to a vote.
Several senators have indicated they
don't want their opposition to the arms
sale to be interpreted as a slap at Jor-
dan's King Hussein, but on the other
hand, they don't want to provide arms
to a country that is still technically in a
state of war with Israel. Congress did ap-
prove nearly $250 million in non-military
aid to Jordan this year.
BEYOND
WORD PROCESSING
Theses, Reports, Resumes, Manuscripts -
Rapid-I-En Around -and Competitkie Pricing
Cost Effective Editing and Redrafting
Letter Ouality Printing and Spelling Verification II.
Technical Tables and Graphics
as III 945-9626• • •
Resource Assessment Seim ,
MEN OF U.M.O.
:We're looking for the HOITEST men on
:campus. If you think you have the look:
:of U.M.O., be at the North Lown room,:
:Memorial Union, Tuesday Oct. 29th:
:between 7 and 9 p.m. Be sure to bring:
:along a snapshot. We want to put you:
:in print!
• .
GAO also said that because of poor
accounting procedures, the State Depart-
ment and USIA as of last January had
given 12.3 million in advance travel
payments that had not been reconciled
either by refuds of unspent money to the
government or documentation of actual
Jravel expenses.
John Condayan, acting deputy assis-
tant secretary for operations at the State
Department, told the subconunittee that
the department on Monday issued new
travel rules to end a practice he sais was
used by only 2 percent of the diplomatic
corps.
The new regulations, in line with GAO
recommendations, permit ocean travel
only for medical reasons or when an
employee agrees to use vacation time and
pay the difference between a cruise ship
and economy airfare.
.„Ethiopians still starvi▪ ng, but not as
much ,than ks to in tBeorrdenrs 
maintain
na 
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Relief workers said other
enclaves of famine were still being
discovered in Ethiopia, a country
three times the size of California
and with only about 2,500 miles of
paved roads.
But in much of the country,
there have been dramatic im-
provements brought about by the
aid effort.
At Mekelle, capital of the Tigre
region, about 8,000 skeletal people
huddled a year ago with scant food
or shelter waiting to die.
Now only a few hundred sick
and elderly people and about 1,200
orphans remain in the camp. Most
of the other survivors have gone
back to their farms to take advan-
tage of the rains which came dur-
ing the past few months to break
a three-year drought.
A year ago, the government's
relief and rehabilitation commis-
sion was coping almost alone with
a famine that affected an estimated
8 million of Ethiopia's 42 million
people. Today, scores of relief
agencies from around the world
help Ethiopia's Relief and
Rehabilitation Commission run
more than 200 food" distribution
centers around the country.
SEKOTA, Ethiopia (AP) - A
.year ago in the mountains ringing
Sekota, people were dying of star-
vation by the hundreds every day.
Now, after a huge international ef-
fort to alleviate Ethiopia's famine,.
people are still dying, but the
numbers are lower.
This isolated village in northern
Wollo region, about 250 miles
north of the capital, Addis Ababa,
is one of the pockets of despair
which still exist in Ethiopia.
Because of its remoteness, lack
of good roads and a large presence
in the area of guerrillas of the
Tigre People's Liberation Front,
Sekota has stayed outside the
mainstream of the famine relief
effort.
A month ago, a truck convoy
braved an attack by insurgents and
made its way over tortuous roads
to deliver food to Sekota. At about
the same time, British Royal Air
Force Hercules transports airdrop-
ped food in a six-day operation.
That was the last food from out-
side to reach the village, where a
few staffers from the International
Red Cross and the French-Belgian
volunteers' group Medicins sans
Frontieres Doctors without
Av
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UTexas students rally
for school divestiture
AUSTIN, limas (AP) - The
Young Conservatives of Texas says
it plans a rally Friday at the
University of Texas "to illuminate
the conservative viewpoint" on in-
vestment by Americans in South
Africa.
"The viewpoint ... was ignored
by the UT Students Association
when it spent over $400 of man-
datory student fees to send lob-
byists to the Oct. 10 meeting of the
Board of Regents," said Mitchell
Stensland, an official of the group.
He said the group does not sup-
port "the inhumanities of apar-
theid," but feels that South
Africa "cannot be expected to
reform when its economic securi-
ty is crumbled by divestiture."
For months many UT students
have urged the regents to drop the
university's millions of dollars of
investments in companies doing
business in South Africa.
Two caught trying
to sell missiles
NEW YORK (AP) - No men,
one posing as a Latin American
general, have been indicted in a
plot to import and sell heat-
seeking missiles to undercover
agents, federal prosecutors an-
nounced At-dnesday.
Man Robert Schaible, 49, and
Douglas Zaglavires, 56, were nam-
ed in a one-count indictment llies-
NEWS BRIEFS
day charging them with conspiring
to import about 2,000 Red-Eye
missiles, saids U.S. Attorney Ray-
mond J. Deane.
Schaible, a Naples, Fla.
businessman, and Zaglavires, a
Greek national, were arrested Oct.
9 at Kennedy International Airport
after a flight from Thailand, said
Assistant US. Attorney Gregory J.
O'Connell.
Both men were arraigned on a
criminal complaint the next day
and have been held withut bail,
O'Connell said.
tion from $1,010 to $1,080 for in-
come earned in 1986 and reported
on returns filed in 1987.
Maine teen faces
juvenile murder charge
January social security
raise 3.1 percent
WASHINGTON (AP) - The na-
tion's 37 million Social Security
beneficiaries will get a 3.1 percent
benefit increase in January that is
the smallest raise since Congress
made the system inflation-proof a
decade ago.
The raises, which will cost the
trust funds $5.8 billion, became of-
ficial Wednesday when the Labor
Department released the Con-
sumer Price Index for September.
They follow two years of 3.5 per-
cent increases - far below the tor-
rid inflation that created a finan-
cial crisis for Social Security in the
early 1980s.
The inflation figures from
Septembec the end of the fiscal
year, also triggered an automatic
increase in federal tax brackets, a
jump in the standard deductions
and a boost in the personal mania-
BANGOR, Maine (AP) - A
teen-age girl from Pleasant Point
faces a juvenile charge of murder
in the shooting death of her
stepmother.
Margarita Mae Francis, 17,
entered no plea at her detention
hearing Atdnesday at District
Court in Bangor. A judge is to
decide Friday where the girl will be
detained while her case is being
processed.
Ms. Francis is accused of
shooting Shelvadine Francis, 33,
several times at her home on the
Passamaquody Indian reservation
in Washington County. Assistant
Attorney General Nicholas Gess
said she had died of multilpe bullet
wounds.
The charge of juvenile murder
means the maximum penalty is a
commitment to the Maine Youth
Center until the age of 21. An
adult would be sentenced to a
specific number of years in prison.
Brazil approves bill
to rewrite constitution
BRASILIA, Brazil (AP) -
Brazil's Congress on Wednesday
approved a bill to set up a national
assembly to rewrite the Constitu-
tion, vastly altered by the military
regime that ran the country for
more than two decades.
The bill, introduced last June by
President Jose Sarney, passed by a
vote of 399 to 61. The tally came
after a debate that began Tliesday
morning.
The measure calls for a
constitution-writing assembly to be
made up of new senators and
House of Representatives members
to be elected Nov. 15, 1986. The
assembly will convene Feb. I, 1987.
Brazil's last constitution, written
in 1946, was changed by the right-
wing military government that
took over in 1964 to give wide-
ranging powers to the five suc-
cessive army generals who served
as president until this year.
Sarney's civilian administration,
sworn in last March, had promis-
ed to make constitutional reform
a priority.
Jordan military chief
to visit U.S. officials
U.S.-China nuclear deal threatened
WASHINGTON (AP) - Newly un-
covered information that China has
recently offered sensitive nuclear
technology to Iran and other nations
threatens to derail the U.S.-China nucleat
cooperation agreement signed in July,
congressional experts and other analysts
said Wednesday.
They voiced concern that China will
help other nations, including Iran, ac-
quire a nuclear weapons capability in
violation of the spirit of the U.S.-China
nuclear agreement, which provides the
framework for sales of U.S. commercial
technology to China.
Sen. Alan Cranston, D.-Calif., went
public with charges Monday that China
has aided, or offered aid, to Brazil,
Argentina, Pakistan, South Africa and
Iran.
Cranston accused the Reagan ad-
ministration of a cover-up in suppress-
ing such information and said he would
ZOOLOGY
Junior English
Proficiency Exam
Wednesday, Oct. 30
7:00 PM
102 Murray Hall
Required for Graduation!
All Zoology
Biology and Med Tech Majors A&S)
Juniors
must take this exam!
oppose the agreement, which would take
effect early next year unless Congress
blocks it.
No other member of Congress has
gone as far as Cranston in making public
information and suspicions about
Chinese activity that could result in
other nations acquiring nuclear
weapons. But other informed congres-
sional sources confirmed the informa-
tion about Chinese discussions with Iran
and said that China had offered to sell
nuclear technology to Iran after the
agreement with the United States takes
effect.
The sources, who insisted on not be-
ing identified, said the discussions were
held during a visit to China by Iranian
House Speaker Hashim Rafsanjani in
June just three weeks prior to the visit
by President Li Xiannian to the United
States when the agreement was signed.
AMMAN, Jordan (AP) - Arm-
ed forces Commander-in-Chief
Zaid bin Shaker left Jordan
Wednesday for the United States,
where he will discuss his country's
military needs with American of-
ficials, state-run Radio Jordan
reported.
President Reagan has proposed
selling Jordan $1.6 billion to $1.9
billion worth of advanced aircraft
and anti-alicraft missiles.
The plan is opposed by a ma-
jority of senators, who want Jor-
dan first to open direct peace talks
with Israel.
BYOB
a bible study for you
630, So. Bangor Lounge
+114 file Maine Christian Association
Movie World
a family video gallery
New Releases
* Bill Cosby Himself
* The Sure Thing
* Gotcha
* The Killing Fields
machines to rent Mon-Thurs. only $9.95 & 2 free movies
Hours: 10-8, Monday - Saturday University Mall, Stillwater Ave.
Attention Veterans
V.A. regulations require that you verify
enrollment status on a periodiabasis.
Accordingly, the following times and places have been
arranged for your convenience starting on October 25th
and ending on October 31st.
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Hall
Bangor Campus
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Student Union
-
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Editorial
What about natives?
Tourism is very important to the people of
Maine and it is something that
seems to always be the deciding tactor in
building projects of coastal towns which are quick-
ly using any free space which affords a view of
water for another motel, restaurant, or antique
(and, more often than not, junk) shop.
According to a state document titled "The
Economic Dimensions of Tourism in Maine"
prepared in 1983 by Sherman Hasbrouck, a pro-
fessor at UMO and Galen Rose, from_the Maine
State Planning Office, about 350,000,000 out-of-
state people visit Maine each year.
The report listed many other interesting facts
about tourist trade :
Tourist trade is the fourth largest employment
sector in Maine's economy.
In overall economic impact tourism may rank as
the second or third largest employment sector.
Although the state paid out $18,000,000 in
tourist-related expenditures, its total Areturned tax
and license revenue was $35,000,000 in 1981.
. Good data on tourism in Maine is hard to find.
A reason the report gave for this is that there are
not many basic statistics to relate to the growth of
tourism in the state. Another is that tourism is
very widespread, it includes even the smallest of
roadside shops.
This report used the steady increase in revenue
of eating places and gift shops, increase in state
park visitors, increase of hunting and fishing
licenses, and the increase of cars on the Maine
Turnpike as data to show that tourism is still
strong in the state.
It is economically very important for Maine to
take advantage of the fact that people from other
states want to enjoy its woods, lakes, and "rock-
bound coasts" but the natives should also be
considered.
Boothbay Harbor is one coastal town which has
built many motels, hotels, restaurants, giftshops,
and other "tourist traps". One practically has to
walk to the end of a dock or swim around a '
building built over the bay to get a glimpse of the
ocean, a buoy, or the infamous lobsterman in his
dingy.
Actually,.what one is more likely to see is kids
_recklessly boating around an overcrowded and
somewhat polluted harbor seeing how close they
can come to hitting peoples' boats before the
owners yell at them.
Many coastal towns are built up this way (it's
getting a little overcrowded when you have to go in
a restaurant to see a view of the water) and it is
time to say stop to the construction of new
buildings.
Maybe the statistics should begin to look at how
tourism is affecting the people of Maine, who have
only the view of closed buildings during the eight
months a year the tourists are away.
(0,444 97-4/.761
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JERRY TOURIGNY
The edge
of
wetness
Jack loves Nicki but Nicki loves Vic-
tor, her husband. Victor loves Nicki too,
but he also loves Ashley, Jack's sister.
Ashley loves Victor but she may be fall-
ing in love with Mathew, Victor's
brother.
Mathew likes Ashley, but deep down,
he loves Nicki. Ashley hates Jack now,
and naturally so does Victor. Jack can't
stand Victor, never has. And Mathew.
He doesn't hate anyone — yet. He's new
on the show.
Soap operas. You gotta lov'em.
They make what would be dull after-
noons sort of adventuresome. What else
is there to watch. You just never know
from day to day what's going to pop up.
Like Wednesday. Casey, Nicki's older
sister, returned, out of the blue, to the
show after many years. The question is,
who will she fall for. My guess is Ashley.
That would be quite a change. It sure
would make things nice and juicy.
My personal favorite is the Young and
the Restless. It always has been, ever
since I was a kid. I used to fake being
sick whenever the show was getting
good. I remember missing four straight
days when it got really intense.
Every semester I try to schedule my
classes around the show. No classes bet-
ween 12:30 and 1:30 in the afternoon.
Soap operas. You gotta lov'em.
Where else but in soaps can people,
-through the years, always look the same.
And always so good. I mean they can
-wake up in the morning and go right off
to their dinner parties. No shower, shave.
They don't even have to comb or brush
their hair.
And how about before they go to bed.
All the women go to bed with their
mascara and makeup on. No clearisil or
noxema for them.
And money. They're all loaded. None
-of them work though. It's truly amaz-
ing. Evety now and then a pauper will
join the show but rest assured, eventually
some rich relative will die and it's off to
the yacht club.
And the commercials that run during
the soaps. They're so informative. Us
soapwatchers know what the best
dishwashing, toilet paper, diaper and
panty hose products are on the market.
Where else but in soaps can a
dramatic scene be interrupted by Mr.
Whipple shouting, "Don's squeeze the
Charmin. Please don't squeeze the Char-
mm."
The commercials come at the most
opportune and tense times. It allows you
to scurry to the fridge for a sandwich
and a cold brewsky.
But perhaps the greatest thing about
soaps is you can miss the show for three
months and know exactly what's going
on, like you never missed an episode.
You gotta lov'em.
BEACH REPORT: There are only
5,760 hours left before the first day of
summer.
Jerry Tourigny is a junior majoring in
journalism and political science from
Sanford, Maine.
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when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anony-
mous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circum-
stances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel
Alcohol awareness
To the editor:
BACCHUS ia a student sup-
ported group which promotes
alcohol awareness on campus.
BACCHUS stands for "Boost
Alcohol Consciousness Concer-
ning the Health of University
Students. " We believe that
educating people on campus
about the harmful misuse of
alcohol can be done with
friends and peers. This is Na-
tional Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week and BAC-
CHUS would like the campus
to get to know us. We are work-
ing on a session with the
pledges of fraternities and
sororities at UMO, who will be
going through a six-week
alcohol awareness program with
Panhell and UMFB. The pro-
gram will begin- during th BAC-
CHUS meeting Thursday night
October 24 at seven p.m. in 101
Neville Hall. The film "Until I
got caught" will be shown,
along with a discussion on the
BACCHUS' role at UMO. We
encourage projects such as these
done by the fraternities and
sororities, which benefit the
university as a whole.
Mark Pennisi, BACCHUS
Libby Bizier, Panhell
Mark Morrison, UMFB
Moving to Orono
To the editor:
My reason for writing to you
is because I need your
assistance. What I mean is that
I am temporarily incarcerated
here in Indiana, but will be out
the summer of 1986. When I get
out I'm moving to Orono,
Maine, but since I don't know
anyone there, I'm trying to meet
someone before my release. This
is why I am writing to you. I
was hoping that maybe you
would print my ad below, in
your campus newspaper, so I
can hopefully meet someone
before I get there. I'm also go-
ing to enroll in the university at
Orono for music, once I get
there. Unfortunately since I on-
ly make five dollars a month in
here, I'm unable to pay for my
ad being printed. So, I'm hop-
ing you would be kind enough
to help me by putting my ad in
your letter for free. I would real-
ly appreciate it very much.
Enclosed:
26 year old male moving to
town soon, looking for so-
meone to correspond with
before arriving, since I don't
know anyone there. Will be go-
ing to school for music, once I
get there. I am a honest person
and love to have fun . I have a
variety of interests. Will answer
all letters. Please send photos
and phone number if possible.
Age, race or sex is unimportant!
Write to:
Mr Antonio Baker
Box 41-12929
Michigan City, Indiana 46360
Response
4
S. Africans have right to be angry
I To the editor:John Doe stood in the dirt
 I with his left foot forward. Heewkn  they were coming, and hewas ready for them. He had two
rocks. They were just the right
size: small enough to be thrown
quickly, but large enough to
carry a good force of impact.
His little brother had been more
lucky as he had found an emp-
ty bottle that was still intact.
The ground started to vibrate
and the tension of the fifty men
around John stiffened the air.
He could feel his heartbeat
quicken and taste the bile in his
throat. The vibration turned in-
to sound as the trucks turned
the corner.
The scene burst into action.
John threw his first rock, but it
was lost in the barrage of
materials that flew from the
crowd. The pig arming the
mounted cannon fell. John
thought it was his rock that
knocked him off balance, but so
did everyone else. The snap of
automatic rifle fire echoed from
the walls of the stone and mud
buildings nearby and a rubber
bullet caught him in the groin.
White pain tore through his
body and his knees buckled.
Stunned, he slumped to the
ground.
He rolled to the side and his
vision cleared in time to see his
younger brother raise his bottle.
In time to see a neat red hole
appear where his left eye used--
to be. The momentum of his
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes
letters from any source — unless you
write how do we know what you're
thinking. Every letter must be accom-
panied by a name, address and
telephone number for verification —
anonymity will be protected if so
desired but only if the letter can be
verified.
back swing carried him over. He
landed on his back and did not
move.
John struggled to his feet.
The pain ripped through his
body again, but the air still
smelled of fear, and he knew he
had to get away. He turned his
back and tried to stagger back
into the anonymity of the
crowd, but the riot police were
too fast for him.
He heard a crack as the riot
club made contact with the
back of his skull. As he went
down a knee caught him in the
diaphram, and he lost the piece
of bread he had eaten that mor-
ning. Steel toed boots broke his
teeth and ribs. He screamed and
screamed, but they wouldn't
stop. Two of his left fingers
snapped under the heel of a
boot as other riot police swarm-
ed after the retreating crowd.
Blessed darkness closed in as he
slipped into unconsciousness.
When John stopped scream-
ing and moving, the police
loaded him into the wagon. He
would be-taken to the black
prison where, when the doctors
had the time, he would be ban-
daged and splinted, and then
held until he would be strong
enough to survive interrogation.
Okay Mr. Muldrum(10/17/
85). You
tell me why 1 should sit back
and wait for things to work
themselves out in South Africa,
why I should keep my stock in
companies that support the
government which hires those
police. You name me one com-
plete socio-cultural revolution
that was accomplished without
violence, and I'll start listening
to you. The South African
government is violent. The laws
are violent. The system is
violent. The only way peaceful
change will come in South
Africa is if the government lays
down its arms and accepts the
black population as people, not
animals.
They've been waiting a long
time, and they don't want to
wait anymore. It's time for
change. It's people like you who
write letters to the Maine Cam-
pus demanding change if you
have to wait a half hour in the
lunch line. How can you ask
these people to wait decades for
simple human rights?
They are angry. They have
every right to be angry. They are
willing to make the supreme
sacrifice of their lives to build
a better world for their children.
Isn't that the foundation our
whole culture is based on? Wake
up and smell the coffee Mr.
Muldrum. Don't read about it
in a textbook. Don't digest
figures from a newspaper. Bring
it home with you and chew on
it like a piece of tough steak,
not a batch of cookies. I pro-
mise you apartheid will leave a
bad taste in your mouth if you
do, and you won't be able to
swallow any more than they can
in their shanty town.
Lawrence Bean
Shantytown
4
7-
-1L464. ,
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Salvadorans to bargain for Duarte's daughter
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (AP)
- The government said Nkednesday it will
free 22 jailed rebels and permit evacua-
tion of 96 wounded guerrillas in ex-
change for the kidnapped daughter of
President Jose Napolean Duarte, a
friend of hers, and some abducted
municipal officials
The deal ended more than six weeks
of tension that nearly paralyzed the
Salvadoran governnment while leaders
negotiated with a little known guerrilla
group.
Julio Adolfo Rey Prendes, the presi-
dent's chief advisor, said Duarte's
daughter, Ines Guadalupe Duarte
Duran, 35, would be reunited with her
family by Thursday. He said her friend,
An Cecila Villeda Sosa, 23, who was
kidnapped along with Mrs. Duarte
Duran on Sept. 10, also would be freed.
Rey Prendes said the deal was made
in a series of meetings held in Panama
between Sunday and Tuesday. He said
government officials dealt with two
ranking officials of the Farabundo Marti
Expectations high on
Soviet bloc-Israel deal
JERUSALEM (AP) - Signs are grow-
ing that a thaw in relations is taking
place between the Soviet bloc and Israel,
America's main ally in the Middle East.
The latest indication came Tuesday
when Poland announced that the
governments in Warsaw and Jerusalem
planned to exchange low-lewl diplomats
to make travel easier between their
countries.
The exchange was worked out at a
meeting at the United Nations earlier
this month between foreign ministers
Yitzhak Shamir and Stefan Olszowski
and almost certainly had Soviet
approval.
Moscow and its Warsaw Pact allies
ended relations with Israel after the
Arab-Israeli war with the exception of
Romania, which is a foreign policy
maverick.
Expectations have risen in Israel that
Moscow may ease emigration restric-
tions on Jews following private contacts
between the governments and in connec-
tion with the U.S.-Soviet summit next
month in Geneva.
On a higher diplomatic plane, Prime
Minister Shimon Peres said Monday in
a speech at the United Nations that he
is prepared to consider a Soviet role in
Middle East peace-making if Moscow
renews diplomatic relations.
Israeli analysts say the Soviet Union
may be reassessing policy with an eye to
taking a more active role in stabilizing
the region.
This desire is reflected in com-
mitments Moscow has obtained from
Arab states in the region. Jordan has in-
sisted that the peace process involve an
international conference attended by the
five permanent members of the U.N.
Security Council, which includes the
Soviet Union.
CORNERS
PIZZ
764 Stillwater -Ave.
ALL NEW!
unch-time delivery to campus
• FREE!
Beginning Monday, October 28 we will
deliver our fresh dough pizzas to your
dorm or office.
from 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
call 827-5937
'Please call ahead with your order so
we can get it to you
HOT .& FAST
National Liberation Front, or- MAU*,
the Salvadoran guerrillas' umbrella
organization. It has been fighting the
government for five years.
A group calling itslef the Pedro Pablo
Castillo Front initially claimed respon-
sibility for the abductions of the two
women outside a private university
where they were going to attend classes.
A presidential bodyguard was killed by
the kidnappers and another guard was
seriously wounded.
Rey Prendes described the decision to
evacuate the wounded rebels as
"humanitarian" and said the govern-
ment had contacted the Roman Catholic
Church some time ago, apparently
before the kidnapping about sending
wounded rebels out of the country.
Officials at the government migration
office were preparing passports Wednes-
day for the departing rebels. It has not
announced which countries would
receive them, although government
sources said several nations have offered.
First lesbian mayor indicted on
14 counts of embezzling money
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Valerie
Terrigno, believed to be the first
avowed lesbian mayor of an
American city, was indicted by a
federal grand jury Wednesday on
14 counts of embezzling money in-
tended for the poor and homeless.
The charges stemmed from her
former job as executive director of
Crossdale Counseling, a federally
funded organization, and involved
about $11,000, prosecutors said.
Ms. Terrigno, 32, resigned in
August as the first mayor of West Ti
Hollywood, a city carved out of
unincorporated Los Angeles
County territory last November by
a vote of its residents, an estimated
third of whom are homosexual.
She remained on the City Council,
which has two other gay members.
The indictment alleges that she
knowingly embezzled thousands
of dollars in federal funds1 from
various federal agencies in the
form of grants.
Bates dean listed in
satisfactory condition
LEWISTON, Maine (AP) - Bates Col-
lege Dean James W. Carignan was
transferred out of the intensive care unit
Wednesday, two days after he was shot
in the back by a sniper, officials at Cen-
tral Maine Medical Center said.
A nursing supervisor at the hospital,
who declined to identify herself, also
said the condition of the 47-year-old
Carignan was upgraded from fair to
satisfactory.
Meanwhile, Lewis‘on police said no
arrests had resulted from their investiga-
tion into the Monday night shooting at
Carignan's off-campus home.
'No divers from the state police and
Old Town
Auto Sales
578 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town, Maine
827-8249
76 Dodge Aspen
'79 Malibu Wagon
'80 Camaro
'80 Mercury Capri
'81 Dautsun 310 GS
'81 Subaru 1800 GC
'82 Chevette
'83 Horizon
MANY MORE
TO CHOOSE FROM
50's AND 60's
CARS A SPECIALTY
the Maine Forest Service, Nwpped with
a metal detector searched for the gun in
a pond in the middle of the Bates cam-
pus,- but had no success, said Detective
Sgt. Edward Carpenter. A police dog was
also used, he said.
Carpenter said two detectives were
assigned to the case full-time and the ci-
ty's half-dozen other detectives are
devoting at least some time to it.
In Carignan's position at the private,
liberal arts college, he oversees student
affairs, including discipline, and
authorities have said they were looking
for anyone 11:Fho may have a grudge
against him.
American Heart
Association
Cunningham's
- Florist
485 Stillwater Ave.
827-7721
Good Luck Bears 
this week's special
carnations
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sweetheart roses
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In my
fiumble opinion
Robert Skoglund
Greensleeves must be the biggest
gossip in the county. I never go into
that famous hamburger place, day or
night, but I see him sitting at the same
table in the company of three or four
characters just like him.
"I am alone here today," he said
before I could sit down.
My friend shook his head. "They're
all home doing the new status things.
You know, trying to keep up with
their neighbors."
"The new status thing?"
"Yeah, you know how people used
to buy new cars and new rugs and fur-
niture just to keep up with their
neighbors. VVell, everyone's got those
things now.
"Well, I mean almost everyone has
everything and it was getting so that
there was no way to get ahead of so-
meone else by buying something
newer and better. The modern way to
keep up with your neighbors is to
destroy something they'd give their
teeth for, like a perfectly good
barn.
"Eddie Tyler discovered the system
years ago by accident when he tore
down a house. The assessors got mad
and doubled his property taxes just
out of spite Then Eddie gave half of
his land to his son and they doubled
his taxes again. They call it Tyler's
Law. Nowadays, status seekers try to
tear down a bigger barn than the one
torn down by their neighbors.
Because of Tyler's Law, the more pro-
perty they destroy, the higher their
property taxes will be next year.
- "You read about the marijuana
bust in last week's paper?" he con-
tinued before I could get away.
"There's more of that stuff than
anyone knows," he added with a
wink. Greensleeves leaned closer and
continued in a low voice Last week
when it hit the front page who should
be buying a paper in front of me but
Bobo Jones. You know him, retired
Marine drill sergeant, takes himself
pretty seriously. "
"The one with eight to 10 kids?"
I asked.
"That's the one, some cf his boys
have a macho swagger you'd
recognize anywhere. Looks kind of
funny because there ain't one of them
that's over five feet four inches.
"Anyway, I looks at that picture of
the marijuana plants on the front
page when Bobo throws her on the
counter and I winks at the clerk and
says to Bobo that we ought to plant
some of that ourselves, there's big
money in it. And Bobo squared his
shoulders and said he guessed not,
there was enough trouble around here
already."
"I didn't even let him go at that:'
he said. "When he left the store I
hollered after him that there'd be no
trouble because we're too smart to get
caught!'
I shook my head and said, " It's
dangerous to fool with people who
take themselves seriously!'
Greensleeves laughed. "Bobo won't
bother me, he knows I know his kids
have their own crop of weeds out
back!'
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Music fest
by M.C. Davis
Staff Writer
will aim at diversity
The UMO music department has
agreed to participate in American Music
Week, Nov. 4 to 10, along with more
than 200 theaters, symphony orchestras,
broadcast stations, colleges and univer-
sities across the United States.
In Orono, the week-long concert series
will include chamber music, a recital
featuring music by Maine composers,
country and western, folk-rock, ex-
perimental and jazz.
"One of its many aims," said Don
Stratton, associate professor of music,
"is to have as wide a geographical
distribution of as many forms of
American music as possible."
"I just hope that from it, people will
realize how much music that was pro-
duced in America that is recognized as
American music," said Stratton, who
organized the event for Orono.
"I used the greatest variety of music
I could find. I wanted everything I could
possibly think of to be represented,"
he said.
The event will begin Monday that
week in Memorial Union's Bangor
Lounge at noon. Aaron Copland will be
the featured composer.
Referring to him as the "dean of
American composers," Stratton said
Copland, who turns 85 this year, should
not be classified as an experimental
composer.
"Copland is a straightforward, down-
the-middle composer in his approach to
music. But he's not experimental. And
he never was," he said.
Of the music department's 16 full-time
faculty, 10 will participate in the week-
long event either by performing, lectur-
ing or by doing administrative work.
More than 50 student are expected to
perform during the week, he said.
Included in the schedule for Nov. 5 is
a concert of songs by Maine composers,
of which Stratton is one of the com-
posers being featured, to be presented at
noon in the Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union.
"I stay in touch with Maine composers
as much as I can. Few Maine composers
make a living through composing,"
Stratton said. "We teach."
Other composers in the academic pro-
fession to be featured that day include
Jan Gilbert, assistant professor of music
at UMO, Jonathan Hallstrom, Colby
College music faculty and Jerry Bowder,
USM music faculty.
Gilbert is also organizing the ex-
perimental music concert for Nov 7.
Communiqu
Thursday, October 24
AL-ANON Meeting. Old Town Room, Union. 11 a.m.
Spanish Language Table. Yellow Dining Room, Hilltop. Noon.
Back in School Again Workshop. Patti Counihan, associate director of
career planning and placement: "Where Am I Going With My College Career-
Future Directions." South Bangor Lounge, Union. 12:15 p.m.
Maine Nuclear Waste Disposal Discussion by Representatives of Maine
Citizens for Safe Waste Disposal and Maine Nuclear Referendum Commit-
tee. Sutton Lounge, Union. 12:15 p.m.
Graduate Student Board. North Lounge, Estabrook. 12:30 p.m.
Stretching Your Dollars. "Financial Planning: The Key To-A -Secure
Future." Bangor Lounge, Union. 3:15 p.m.
- Preparing For Exams. Joyce Henckler, associate director, Admissions. Sut-
ton Lounge, Union 3:15 p.m.
(continued page 10)
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That concert is scheduled at noon in the
Memorial Union's Bangor Lounge.
Music will be performed by Sonically
Sound, an experimental music ensemble
that specializes in speech music im-
provisation and experimental music. -
"The most important thing about ex-
perimental music," Gilbert said, "is
that the composer lets go of the
piece."
The theatre is an element of ex-
perimental music along with game
pieces, compositions that may use con-
tests with rules that usually apply only
to the performers, she said.
"I like the idea of incorporating
eastern religions and meditations to
create music in your own mind,"
Gilbert said, referring to a musical
technique that is often implemented
through chant-like sounds of the per-
formers.
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SATs: only a part ortotal picture'
in reviewing student applications
by Rob Hardy
Staff Writer
Most college students can remember
worrying about the Scholastic Aptitude
Tests which need to be taken in high
school before being admitted to college.
However, said William Munsey,,
UMO's director of admissions, the SATs
are only one small part of the total pic-
ture when reviewing student applications
to UMO.
"SATs are a part of the information
we use for reviewing candidates for ac-
ceptance to the university," Munsey
said.
But there are also several other impor-
tant considerations which are used to
help determine a student's potential suc-
cess at UMO, he said.
High school transcripts, grade point
and class rank are all
predictors of a student's
averages
important
Electrolysis
and only
an rerrYON.e
your unwanted
hair permanently.
-d safely
Call for a free consultat,or
`Skiri0P8c4Prickr
frytviafiiirriow
..!•pectenceci electr000ls spec.alist,
942-0781
potential performance in college,
Milricey said.
"Although test store measure ap-
titude, they do not measure motivation.
You must weigh how much motivation
the student brings to work demands,"
Munsey said.
Munsey also said the student's overall
accumulative record tells a great deal
about motivation.
Thomas Skaggs, UMO's director of
testing and research,. said no formal
surveys have been conducted at UMO
concerning the wcuracy of SAT scores
for predicting freshman academic per-
formance. Skaggs said the College Board
has conducted studies which indicate
that of students who do well on SATs do
better in college than other students.
Although there has been some talk of
eliminating the SAT as a criteria for ad-
mission to UMO, no specific group has
studied the issue closely, Skaggs said.
There is no single scoring requirement
for applicants; however, different em-
phases are placed on scoring depending
on which college the student is applying
to, he said.
For instance, the College of Engineer-
ing and Science would place more em-
phasis on the mathematical score than
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Each spring, the dean of each college
gives the admissions office a "road map"
of criteria which serves as a guide in ac-
cepting candidates to the particular col-
lege, Skaggs said.
With this guidance, the admissions of-
fice proceeds with the reviewing process.
Those who rank well in their high school
class tend to do well on SATs because
such students have had "broader
preparation than those who do less well
on SATs," Skaggs said.
Attention
II \C
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Students of the Eastern Orthodox Faith
We will meet on
Thursday - October 24 - 7:30 p.m. - MCA House
Looking forward to seeing you then—Fr. Thomas Heath
Earn Your Credits
ABROAD
England
Israel
Ireland
Germany
Spain
Italy
Denmark
Egypt
Switzerland
Mexico
Canada
France
Join the hundreds of students who
have earned college credits study-
ing abroad in CCIS programs.
Affordable, quality programs with
financial aid available.
INV
SPRING SEMESTER IN DUBLIN
-INSTITUTE FOR IRISH STUDIES
12-15 credits
SUMMER PROGRAMS
AT TRINITY COLLEGE
DUBLIN
Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243
COilege Consortium for International Studies
Mom
*
Communique
(continueti from page 9)
_Colloquium. Jana Sawicki, assistant professor of philosophy:
"Heid and Foucault on Technology." Levinson Room, the Maples. 4
p.m.
Botany and Plant Pathology Seminar. Dr. Gregory White, associate pro-
fessor of agricultural and resource economics: "Environmental Management
in Costa Rica and Argentina." 113 Deering. 4:10 p.m.
Friday, October 25
Forestry Seminar. Gregory Brown, dean of college Of forest resources: "The
College of Forest Resources—Now and the Future." 204 Nutting. Noon.
Department of ANV Seminar. Dr. M. M. Marshaly, Penn State Universi-
ty: "The Relationship Between Hormones and Immune Response." 22
Rogers Hall. 1:10 p.m.
Zoology Seminar. Stephen H. Bishop, department of zoology, Iowa State
University: "Control of Cellular Amino Acid Levels in Bivalves During Salt
Stress." 102 Murray Hall. 3 p.m.
Lecture: Dr. Gregory White, associate professor of agricultural and resource
economics: "Externalities Associated with the Proposed Fundy Tidal Power
Project." 201 Winslow Hall. 3:10 p.m.
Engineering and Science Visiting Lecturer. Max Elerchtold, Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology: "New Developments in Aircraft Engines." 137
Bennett Hall. 3:10 p.m.
Wine and Cheese Tasting Party. Newman Center. 6:30 p.m.
Art Lecture Series. Charles Dempsey, professor, Johns Hopkins Universi-
ty: "Carravaggio and the Origins of Baroque Art." reception. 202
Carnegie Hall. 7 p.m.
Maine Storytellers' Festival with humorists Joe Perham, John McDonald,
Kendall Morse and Tim Sample. Admission. Hauck. 8 p.m.
Concert. Sonically Sound: Night Chants, an experimental vocal recital. Con-
temporary interpretations of ancient chants from around the world. Admis-
sion. Lord. 8 p.m.
Saturday, October 26
SEA Movie.. "Stripes. "Admission. Hauck. 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, October 27
Halloween Makeup Workshop with Janet Snider, assistant professor of
theatre and costume designer. Admission and materials free. Advance registra-
tion. Hauck. 10:30 a.m.
All Night Study Session for All Students. Through Thursday. Sponsored
by student government and the math department. Math Lab. 10 p.m. till dawn.
Monday, October 28
Managing Your Time "Techniques for Accomplishing Everything You Must
Do!" Dwight Rideout, Dean For Student Services. 3:15 p.m.
Evergreen Apartments
New, one bedroom apartments near campus, fully fur-
nished to accommodate two people, on-site laundry and
full basement for private storage. Located in a forest
setting.
reserve your Evergreen Apt. for next semester
Call: P.I. Realty Management
942-4815 . 
FRESH DOUGH PIZZA
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15" Small Cheese
18" Large Cheese
'1.50
3.50
'5.50
TOPPINGS ARE 50' EXTRA
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• Italian Subs '1.50 '2.00
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4:00 p.m.-1:30 a.m., 7 days a week
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Bears go 2-2 during break
Field hockey team
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
Behind the scoring 'power of Wendy
Nadeau the field hockey team won its
last two games during its four-game
"holiday" in Philadelphia, Pa. The two
Michelle Fow r in action diming
a game earlier this season (Landry
photo)
victories raised UMO's record to 9-9-1.
UMO lost the first two games.
Against Long Island University-CW
Post on Tuesday Nadeau scored three
times to record a hat trick as the Black
Bears won 3-0. Monday Nadeau tallied
the Bears last two goals as UMO held
on to defeat La Salle University 4-2.
Maine lost a pair of games over the
weekend as the Black Bears were shut
out by St. Joseph University Saturday
2-0 and by the University of gichmond
Sunday 1-0.
Black Bear coach Jeri Waterhouse
said it was good to see someone take
control of the scoring since the team
seems to have trouble putting the ball in-
to the net for the first time in a game.
"Once we score we're a different
team," she said. "Wendy rose to the
occasion."
Against Post, which dropped to 2-8
with the loss, the Black Bear's offense
was all Nadeau. Only three minutes in-
to the game the junior from Sangerville
put Maine on the scoreboard. Barely two
minutes later she quickly made it 2-0.
Nadeau added another goal 11 minutes
into the second half. All three goals were
unassisted.
"I was surprised," Nadeau said of
her scoring spree. "I found it easy to
maneuver around them (Post) to get in
to score."
remains at
Post's goal keeper Marion
Mastrangelo did stop 11 shots while
UMO's Tina Ouellette made four saves.
Injuries hurt the Black Bears Tuesday.
Junior Terri Smith, who is a defensive
player, had to be pulled out of the game
in the first half because of an injury, but
Waterhouse said her replacement,
freshman Kris Gilbert, "played well."
Nancy Nigro, a senior attacker from
South Portland, suffered a more severe
injury. She may have possible torn car-
tilage after twisting her left knee while
making a pass.
In Monday's game the Black Bears
jumped out to a 3-0 lead before La Salle
closed to within one goal at 3-2.
Nadeau's score with /31 remaining in
the contest iced the victory for the Bears.
La Salle fell to 5-9-1 with the loss.
Charlene Martin scored the lone tally
in the first half at the 25-minute mark.
Each half is 35 minutes long. Nigro
assisted on Martin's shot. The Black
Bears added two more goals early in the
second half behind Stacey Caron and
Nadeau to make it 3-0 before La Salle
rallied. Co-captain Kim Morison assisted
Caron's goal. Morison took the corner
pass from Nigro and quickly passed it
Sports
.500
to Caron who shot it past La Salles
goalie Felice Fleisher.
Terri Tipton scored two quick goals
for La Salle and suddenly it was 3-2, but
Nadeau's second score of the game seal-
ed the victory for Maine.
Ouellete made six saves while her La
Salle counterpart, Fleisher, had 14.
Over the weekend Richmond, 6-8,
blanked the Bears 1-0 Sunday behind
Robin Cowan's goal. Ouellete had 11
saves for the afternoon while Karen
Schlee halted all four of UMO's shots.
On the first stop of UMO's fourgame
"holiday" in Philadelphia, St. Joe's
(11-2) defeated the Bears Saturday 2-0.
Co-captains Barbara Black and Linda
Buonanno scored for St Joe's and goalie
Caroline Friel made three stops. Ouellete
posted nine saves.
Waterhouse said the Bears' success in
Philadelphia will help the UMO
program.
"The exposure is extremely important
for our progrzm, " she said. "To get
that recognition, that national ranking,
you need to play in more than one
region. We've just entered a new chapter
in our program. We've opened some
eyes."
Hockey squad wants to improve in standings
by Jon Rurnmler
Staff Writer
Last year University of Maine hockey
coach Shawn Walsh predicted that it
would take "four to five' years to rebuild
the Black Bears' program into a conten-
ding Division I outfit.
That cautious assessment has been
-revised this season.,
- "It's possible that by the next year,
we'll have this program completely
rebuilt," he said.
His reasoning is threefold. First, the
addition of what has been touted the
best recruited class in the nation, shor-
ing up the teams' offensive and defen-
sive woes of last year. Second, the im-
provements that have arisen in the con-
sistency of the goalies' play. And final-
ly, the returning of seven of the top nine
- scorers of last year. All added up, have
" Walsh grinning knowingly from ear to
ear.
and everyone is hearing a lot of good
things," Conceison said. "They think
Maine and Lowell are the two teams to
look out for.
"Everyone is aware that Shawn Walsh
did an excellent job in recruiting. Maine
was a totally different team after a
season with Walsh at the end of the
season. We expect they'll only continue
to improve."
cautious due to their inexperience.
"We have tremendous talent,"
Walsh said. "Though it might take a
couple of months into the season to
show.
"My key concern is that we're young.
We have to be able to cope with the
frustration and erratic play it will
cause."
On defense, the Black Bears' con-
Still, Maine's second-year coach is sistency will rest upon the four
quick to point out that the-42-29-1 —newcomers Eric Weinrich (6-0, 194),
overall and 8-26-0 Hockey East Black
Bears of last year, won't jump to the top
overnight.
"I think we're a better team this
year," Walsh said. "We're much more
talented. But we're still just catching up
to the schools like Boston College.
"I'm more concerned with the first
half. I'm shooting for fourth in Hockey
East. It would give Maine its first ever
home ice in the playoffs. "
The new recruits should prove to be
But forget next year, this year's squad the lifeblood of the resurgent Black
according to John Conceison, Boston Bears. Three of the top six defensive
College's assistant sports information Players, with as many as 10 freshman
director, has caused a wary eye to be cast total, could be playing in Maine's opener
upon Maine by their Hockey East peers. against BC. A number that has Walsh
"I've talked to a couple of coaches, optimistic because of their talent, but
swasmaimafbam••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••■•■•••••ag
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Shawn Anderson (6-1, 191) Tom
McComb (6-0, 187) and Jack Capuano
(6-2, 203). All but Anderson, who was
too young last year to be drafted, but is
figured to make his debut in 1986, was
an NHL draft choice in 1985.
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4. 
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•
month. One, two and three
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•$ First months rent and securi-
ty include heat, hot water,
•
stove, refrigerator, and
dishwasher.Also wall to wall
•
carpeting, and parking for up
•
• four cars. For more informa-
tion call 866-2658.
•
On offense, Bruce Major (6-3, 174)
and Bob Corkum (6-1, 194) have proved
to be the most noteable freshman duo.
Their line, along with sophomore Mike
McHugh, has worked the best during the
preseason. Todd Jenkins (5-9, 168) and
Rob Braccia (5-8, 169) will be part of line
two and four respectively. And, Vince
Guidotti (5-11‘ 176) and Chris Cambio
--A5-11, 191) are dueling it out for a slot
on the fourth line. Mike Golden, a
- 6-foot-1 194-pound transfer from UNH
is one of the Black Bears brighter pro-
spects. The sophomore forward won't be
eligible for play until the second
semester.
lsec STANDINGS page 121
Stillwater Village Apartments
Obi
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• Standings  _
With the acquisition of Al Loring
from Prince George, British Columbia,
the Black Bears' fortunes in goal are
looking solid. last year Maine goalies
Jean LaCoste and Ray Roy allowed 5.38
goals per game average A statistic that
was much too high if the Black Bears are
going to be successful.
"Al Loring is a 21-year-old
freshman," Walsh said. "He's been the
most pleasant aspect of training. It's
given us a consistency in goal we didn't
have last year.
"He has also sparked the plaY of Jean
LaCoste. It's the most consistent I've
seen him play."
Last year LaCoste had an .866 save
percentage and allowed 4.93 gpg, which
was the lowest on the team.
(continued from page 11)
The returning veterans comprise the
majority of the offensive corps and the
leadership on the defensive end.
The 5-foot-10, I74-pound McHugh
has been the Black Bears most improv-
ed player spanning the duration of last
year through this fall. McHugh had nine
goals, eight assists and 17 points and was
lath on the team last year.
The teams' leading offensive returnees
are senior co-capt. Ron Hellen (18-21-39)
and sophomores Dave Wensley
(17-17-34), Dave Nonis (6-19-25), Todd
Studnicka (7-12-19) and Dewey Wahlin
(12-6-18).
On the defensive end, seniors Scott
Smith (6-1, 185) and co-capt. Neil
Johnson (5-10, 201) will be called upon
to maintain order in the Black Bears'
voung group.
We're Celebrating a
GRAND OPENING
(105 years late)
74 Mill St., Orono
866-2301
(one block down
from Pat's)
The Byer Manufacturing
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the door to a new factor)
outlet.
Come in and see our wide
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wool socks - cots
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off the trodden path Thomas Roth
It's moose season
October break was not meant as
a time to study. Not only is it the
peak of partridge season, but for
those lucky enough to draw a per-
mit, it's moose season.
My roommate and I spent our
studyless break up in Greenville,
Maine at George Belmont's house.
George, a dyed-in-the-wbol par-
tridge hunter, acted as our guide
and enabled us to leave with our
game-bags full and our wallets
empty. Both grouse hunting and
our trip up to St. George (Canada)
let us view quite a bit of wildlife,
but nothing compared with the im-
mense animals we saw Monday,
the opening day of moose season.
Although none of the hunters in
our party were out for moose, we
went to the Greenville check sta-
tion to view the success of others.
This year -a record 260 moose
were tagged the first day of the
season, beating last year's total by
31. Of the 260 moose, 184 were
bulls and 76 were cows.
The biggest moose so far this
year fell to a woman hunting with
her husband. Penny Coutcher, 33,
of Vassar, Michigan, filled her tag
at exactly 6:45 a.m. Monday. Her
bull tipped the scales at 900
pounds. Hunting the Spencer Bay
Township, Mrs. Coutcher used
three shells of her .30/06 rifle to
down this majestic animal. She
then began the long haul out of the
woods to the check station.
Besides weighing and recording
the moose brought in, the Green-
ville check station had another
feature: two refrigerated semi's
with a crew of butchers to handle
the tough chore of processing the
moose once it was shot.
Aside from having fairly good
success hunting partridge (one of
Maine's smallest game animals), I
had the chance to view the largest
North American game animal and
gained a sense of awe and respect
for the "Monarch of Maine's
Woods."
So, now it's back to the books
and hope that next year I too may
be able to pursue a moose like
those that did this year.
Cards shut out Royals
ST. LOUIS (AP) — John Tudor pit-
ched a five-hitter and the St. Louis Car-
dinals showed unusual power, defeating
the Kansas City Royals 3-0 Wednesday
night to move within one victory of their
second World Series championship in
four years.
The Cardinals, with an offense built
on speed and line drives, scored two runs
on solo homers by Tito Landrum, the
substitute who is hitting .400 for the
Series, and Willie McGee, the National
League batting champion (.353). Their
third run was a more typical St. Louis
effort, scoring on a triple by Terry
Pendleton and a full-count suicide
squeeze bunt by Tom Nieto.
The victory gave the Cardinals a 31
advantage in the best-of-seven Series and
left the Royals in a hole from which on-
ly five other teams have recovered, the
last being the 1979 Pittsburgh Pirates.
The Cardinals can wrap it up Thurs-
day night, when they will send right-
hander Bob Forsch, 9-6, agaily:t Royals'
left-hander Danny Jackson
VOTE
FOR THE 1985/88 HOMECOMING QUEEN)voting to take place, main floor of the memorial union. Oct. 24/9-3 p.m.
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